Individualized Learning
W E LC O M E TO T H E F U T U R E O F L I T E R A C Y
K–5 English Language Arts

Velocity is the Future
of Literacy Instruction
Beyond Adaptive Learning
Velocity® does more than adapt...it differentiates instruction for every single student.
Each student takes a unique learning path through Velocity, propelling them
to reach grade-level proficiency. Teachers receive actionable data and insights
to target instruction. Velocity closes ELA gaps, empowers teachers, and boosts
students’ confidence.
Velocity fills in English Language Arts skill gaps across grade levels. It can
be used as an intervention or supplement to the core. Velocity benefits students of
all ability levels, and even recommends small-group instruction and provides
resources to facilitate that instruction.

Differentiates
in Real Time
Extends the Reach
of the Teacher
Provides Actionable
Data & Insights
Engages Students
& Boosts Confidence
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www.teachvelocity.com

The Velocity
Difference
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A dynamic,
online literacy
program for my
K–5 students.

Velocity is
EVERYTHING
educators want.

Filling in the
instructional
gaps of individual
students.
Challenging
students with new
skills on grade level
and beyond.

Reinforcing the
standards my
students learn in
their core.

Engaging and
motivating my
students to love
reading.
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Crafted. Customized.
Real-Time Differentiation
Today’s students are digital natives living in a world where everything is
instantaneous, accessible, and adaptive. It is time to bring the
interactivity and innovation of the digital world inside the classroom.
It is time for Velocity.

Velocity is the only educational technology that adapts content
in real time. What does that mean? Velocity’s adaptive engine constantly
monitors student performance and adjusts instruction for every student,
delivering the exact instruction a student needs exactly when they need it.
So, every student takes a unique learning path through Velocity,
propelling them to reach grade-level proficiency.

Adjustable
Lexile
Passages
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Scaffolded Instruction
Velocity does not wait until a student “fails” before adapting,
which is how most adaptive learning programs work. Instead,
Velocity provides a variety of instructional supports while the
student is actively problem solving to ensure the student
understands each skill at a deep, meaningful level.

Grade
Level

Pictorial Graphic
Organization

In-Depth
Instructional
Videos
Providing
Audio Assistance
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Extends the Reach
of the Teacher
How does one teacher
become 30? With Velocity.
Given today’s class sizes, teachers do not have time to differentiate instruction
for every student at every moment. Velocity extends the reach of the teacher
by providing individualized instruction for every single student.
This allows the teacher to spend more time working face to face with
students who need the most help.

Students receive
individualized
instruction in
Velocity.
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The perfect
instructional video,
the best intervention
lesson, the most-engaging
reading passages–Velocity
has every resource a teacher
wants and delivers it exactly
when each student
needs it most.

While students
work online, Velocity
identifies differentiation
opportunities for the teacher
and provides explicit, teacher-led
lessons for timely, face-to-face
differentiation in a small
group or one on one.

Enabling teachers to provide additional
support for struggling students
in a small group or
individual-student setting.

All student activity
is available in real
time on the teacher
dashboard.
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Actionable Data & Insights
As students use Velocity, Velocity is learning about those students, tracking their
progress, and capturing every piece of data without interfering or interrupting the
learning process.

Velocity not only enables teachers and administrators to monitor student
achievement with customized reports, it empowers them to reinforce and
reward that achievement in the moment using real-time data.

PROGRESS MONITORING
SMALL-GROUP RECOMMENDATION

STUDENT ACCOLADES

ACTIONABLE INSIGHTS

ALERT ABOUT STRUGGLING STUDENT
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SMALL-GROUP RECOMMENDATIONS

STUDENT LESSON

TEACHER-LED
LESSON

Velocity makes lesson planning easier. It provides a
repository of teacher-led lessons and videos.
These resources can be used with the whole class, in
small groups or an individual-student setting.
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A New World of
Student Engagement
Rewarding. Interactive.
Every day, your students are growing–they grow more curious, more
independent, and more intelligent. To be effective, it is crucial
technology nurtures a growth mindset with your students.
While Velocity is challenging students, it is engaging them in a
vibrant universe of cool characters and exciting storylines
that encourage confidence and involvement. The characters “age up” with
the students, so they have an ongoing support system built into Velocity.

ZIP
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FLURRY

www.teachvelocity.com

DASH

GOGO

Underwater
World

Desert
World

Orange
Planet

Forest
World

Snow
World
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See how awesome
Velocity is
Velocity optimizes the way education is experienced.
Imagine a technology that empowers and
enhances both teachers and students–that is
the Velocity classroom.

“I fell in love with the program within
a week of using it. I had students
who went from pre-k-reading level
to first-grade reading level begging
to get on the computers constantly.”

Sign Up for a Free
60-Day Trial
www.teachvelocity.com

Contact us today
800.547.6747

— Tammy Millis, Second Grade Teacher,
Cimarron Elementary, Lahoma, OK

“Velocity ROCKS! This program
is a favorite with our struggling
readers. As a teacher, I greatly
appreciate the data it provides
and how it measures their
success.”
— Heidi Fowler, Teacher,
Ginnings Elementary, Denton, TX

